GARMENT CARE
INSTRUCTIONS
Follow instructions on the care label & read on for additional tips!
THE FIRST WASH is the most
important!
Always follow your care label and be sure to
wash the garment before it is worn.

It is very important to wash your garment before
it is worn. The first wash helps in releasing
any loose dye that may still be on the fabric.
Eliminating these loose dyes will prevent color
transfer and color fading. When you wash your
garments BEFORE wearing it helps set the color
by removing any excess dye, also preventing
transfer of color. When a garment is worn before
the first wash, perspiration or any other source
of moisture can cause the colors to transfer.

Avoid contact with Aerosols
(hairspray, deodorant), Glitter
and Lotions.

When an Aerosol product comes in contact with
Rhinestones or Threadless Sequins, chemicals in
the spray cause the adhesive to become brittle
and eventually they will fall off.

Stain Treatment
•

A stain should be treated as soon as
possible.

•

You can soak the garment in water to help
loosen the stain.

•

Follow the instructions on the stain remover’s
label, then wash the garment according to
the garment care label.

If you run into stains such as makeup, grass
stains, food, etc. we recommend using a
reputable stain remover, such as Oxi-Clean Stain
Removal Spray, to help remove the stain. If a
follow-up treatment is needed, do so while the
garment is still wet. Repeat as necessary.

Color Transfer

In the unlikely event your garment begins to
fade or shows color transfer, please rinse it again
before it dries. If this does not help, try using
a reputable stain remover, such as Oxi-Clean
Stain Removal Spray. Follow the instructions on
the stain remover’s label and treat the garment
according to the garment care label. If you
continue to have issues with the garment, please
contact your sales representative.

Specialty fabrics are more
delicate due to their unique fabric content

and may experience color transfer if proper care
instructions are not followed. These fabrics may
have potential to fade or rub off with normal
wear and tear, especially in high-contact areas.
These include any fabrics that are metallic
fabrics, foil fabrics, sequin fabrics, lace,
holographic foil fabrics, foil dot fabrics and
metallic and satin twill lettering.

CARE LABEL
Check your garment care
label to see if your garment
can be machine washed or if it
must be hand washed.

SHOE CARE:
For minor shoe stains, place items
in a bucket of luke warm water with
Oxy Clean or baking soda, and use
a cloth or soft bristle brush to clean.

